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Abstract

We propose augmenting collaborative reviewing systems
with an automatic annotation capability that helps users inter-
pret reviews. Given an item and its review by a certain author,
our approach is to find a reference set of similar items that is
both easy to describe and meaningful to users. Depending
on the number of available same-author reviews of items in
the reference set, an annotation produced by our system may
consist of similar items that the author has reviewed, the rank
of the reviewed item among items in this set, a comparison of
the author’s scores to averages, and other similar information
that indicate the biases and competencies of the reviewer.
We validate our approach in the context of movie reviews and
describe an algorithm that, for example, presented with a re-
view of a Woody Allen comedy, is able to derive annotations
of the form: “This reviewer rates this movie better than 4 out
of 6 other Woody Allen comedies that he rated” or ”This is
the only Woody Allen comedy among the 29 movies rated by
this reviewer” or “This reviewer rated 85 comedies. He likes
this movie more than 60% of them. He likes comedies less
than the average reviewer.”

Introduction
The advent of “Web 2.0”, that is, the evolution of the Web
from a technology platform to a social milieu, has been ac-
companied by an explosion in the number ofcollaborative
reviewing systems. These systems grew out ofcollaborative
ranking systemswith the additional ability to enter textual
reviews complementing the numerical evaluation of an item.

Although a few reviewing systems existed before the Web
(e.g.Zagatsurveys,Consumer Reports), the input to the sys-
tem was cumbersome (mail forms, questionnaires, phone
surveys) and the results were typically edited by profes-
sional editors. In contrast, there are numerous online review-
ing systems that help organize and share socially produced
information in support of various web-mediated activities:
auctions (www.ebay.com), choosing a movie (movies.
yahoo.com), choosing local “brick-and-mortar” services
and shops (www.yelp.com), renting a DVD (www.
netflix.com), buying a book (www.amazon.com), or
booking a hotel (www.tripadvisor.com). There is at
least one vendor of a platform for collaborative reviewing
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for e-commerce,powerreviews.com that boasts of over
one thousands customers, including well-known U.S. retail-
ers such as Staples and Walgreens.

All these systems include a collection of items of inter-
est (books, movies, etc) and a collection of ratings (numer-
ical values), some of them accompanied by written reviews
provided by the users of the system. The number of rat-
ings and reviews could be quite large. For example, on Ya-
hoo! Movies, a recent relatively obscure movie, “La Vie en
Rose” released on June 8, 2007, had by August 7, 2007 a
total of 573 ratings including 89 written reviews. A popu-
lar movie, “Ratatouille”, has accumulated 1743 user reviews
and 21004 user ratings in just 6 weeks. Hence the aggre-
gate numerical values convey only coarse information, and
do not capture the rich information available in reviews. It
is however possible to use text analysis to aggregate reviews
themselves, e.g. (Popescu & Etzioni 2005). While informa-
tive, such aggregation is not widely deployed.

Some systems appeal again to “human computing” by al-
lowing users tovoteon the usefulness of a review (e.g., “6
of 11 people found this review helpful” in Amazon) or rate
a review (e.g., as “useful”, “funny”, or “cool” in Yelp). A
different approach is to enable readers to scrutinize the re-
viewer (e.g., “top reviewers” in Amazon). However, it has
been shown that reviews by top reviewers do not have any
extra impact (Chen, Dhanasobhon, & Smith 2007).

We are interested in the building of collaborative review-
ing systems, in particular, providing acontextto help users
interpret a given review by a given author. Of course, the
common practice of allowing readers to access all the re-
views of a given author provides an exhaustive context, but
it also requires an inordinate amount of effort by users. In
contrast, we provide a customized background. Depending
on the number of relevant reviews by the same reviewer,
this background may consist of the set of similar items that
the reviewer has reviewed, a comparison of the reviewer’s
scores to average scores, and similar information that indi-
cates the biases and competencies of the reviewer.

A prototype movie reviews interpretation system
To illustrate our ideas we present a system based on Ya-
hoo! movies (movies.yahoo.com) where each movie is
described by a set of attributes: title, genre, directors, actors,
etc and a set of reviews and scores. A review is written by



(a) Current Movie Display (b) Annotated Movie Reviews

Figure 1: Movie Reviews and their Annotations

one reviewer and each reviewer is allowed to enter at most
one review per movie. Figure 1(a) shows the current presen-
tation of the movie “Pirates of the Caribbean” in this system.

To help the interpretation of reviews, an extension to this
system, presented in Figure 1(b), provides, for each review,
a description of the relevant experience and preferences of
the reviewer. This requires selecting a collection of simi-
lar movies that serves as a backgroundreference set, which,
however, might be different for different reviews. In our
example, the first review annotation uses Action/Adventure
movies as a reference set while the second one uses movies
starring Johnny Depp.

Choosing the reference set as a review interpretation con-
text, is not a simple matter: an optimal set must besocially
meaningfulandeasy to describe in words. It must belarge
enoughthat it provides a context, butnot so genericthat the
information is diluted. For instance, the annotation “This
reviewer rates this movie better than 51 out of 85 other com-
edy movies that he has rated” for a Woody Allen comedy,
carries less information than “This reviewer rates this movie
better than 6 out of 7 Woody Allen Comedies that he has
rated”. Finally, while more than one reference set could be
acceptable, space considerations require to choose oneopti-
mal setto display.

Finding SMACs

Formalism

Let I be the set of items subject to review in our system,
and assume that every itemi ∈ I has an associated set of
(attribute, value) pairs. For example, a movie has associated
attributes such as title, director, actors, etc., and a restaurant
has associated attributes such as name, location, chefs, types

of cuisine, etc. We also define the set of usersU who are the
readers and potential authors of reviews in the system.
Definition 1 [Item Collection ( IC)] An Item Collection is
a subset ofI.
Definition 2 [Attribute Collection ( AC)] An Attribute
Collection is a set of pairs (atti, valuei) that defines anIC
consisting of all the items inI that have the valuevaluei for
each attributeatti in AC.

For example, theAC {(director, Spielberg), (actor, Jeff
Goldblum)} defines theIC consisting of all movies directed
by Spielberg and starring Jeff Goldblum. TheAC {(cuisine,
French), (location, New York City), (price, moderate)} de-
fines the (possibly empty) collection of all moderately priced
French restaurants in New York City.

We say thatAC1 is includedin AC2 iff all the (atti,valuei)
pairs ofAC1 are inAC2. We also say thatAC2 is morespe-
cific thanAC1 sinceIC2 ⊆ IC1.

The coverageof an AC is simply the size of the corre-
spondingIC, and is similar to the notion of support in asso-
ciation rules (Agrawal & Srikant 1994). Thesocial mean-
ingfulness(SM) of anAC is a score that reflects whether a
significant number of users would view the corresponding
IC as a meaningful classification for the purpose of rating
items in I. As we discuss later, this score can be based
on the amount ofreviewing attentionreceived by the cor-
respondingIC. The formula for these scores may depend
on theAC type, which is the set of attributes in theAC, but
not their values. Note that coverage does not guarantee so-
cial meaningfulness. For instance, the attribute collection
AC = {(origin,France), (length, [90-100])} corresponding
to “French movies of length between 90 to 100 minutes” al-
though perfectly defined, is unlikely to be meaningful for the
purpose of rating movies.



Definition 3 [Socially Meaningful Attribute Collection
(SMAC)] A Socially Meaningful Attribute Collection
(SMAC) is an AC whose Coverage and SM scores exceed
domain-dependent thresholds.

Generation algorithm

Algorithm 1 generates the sets ofSMACs. It admits a list
of pairs (movie,attval) whereattval contains the value of
one of the objective attributes ofmovie. This algorithm
builds SMACk, which are the sets ofSMACs with exactly
k attribute-value pairs. In line 1,SMAC1 is initialized by
theinitializeSMACs function, who keeps all the attval
pairs which are aSMAC. To do so, it uses a boolean func-
tion isSMAC which given the correspondingSMIC verifies
the coverage and SM conditions. Theirleft-parent are
fixed to a dummy root. In lines 3-6,SMACk+1 is recursively
built usingSMACk with the functiongenerateSMACs de-
scribed in Algorithm 2. The algorithm returns all theSMACk

which have been constructed.

Algorithm 1 Generation of theSMACs
Require: L : list of pairs (movie,attval).
1: SMAC1 = initializeSMACs(L);
2: k = 1;
3: while SMACk 6= ∅ do
4: SMACk+1 = generateSMACs(SMACk);
5: k++;
6: end while
7: returnSMAC1,...,SMACk−1

The generateSMACs function is described in Algo-
rithm 2. It scans all the pairs ofSMACs with the same
left-parent and tries to build a newSMAC as a union
of their attributes. We suppose that we have a total or-
der on the attval pairs, for example the order of their id in
the database, and we use this order to define the function
isListSmallerwhich compares the lists of attribute val-
ues of twoSMACs in a lexicographic way. Line 3 tests if the
union is aSMAC using the functionisSMAC. The impor-
tant point is that the elements of the new potentialSMAC
are exactly the intersection of the elements of the two par-
ents, which is similar to the stability through intersection
of association rules. Line 5 computesattvals of the
new SMAC. Line 6 computes itsmovies. Line 7 sets its
left-parent, which is the smallestSMAC used to build
it. The algorithm returns the set ofSMACs built.

Coverage and Social Meaningfulness in our test set

As a test set for our experiments, we used a subset of
the Yahoo! movies database containing 762964 reviews,
18717 movies (41 reviews/movies) and 436 495 users (1.7
reviews/users).

Coverage threshold Figure 2 shows the distribution of the
number ofACs built using actors (e.g., one of theACs is
{(actor, Johnny Depp)}). For example, there are 1308 actor
ACs which identify at least 5 movies. Based on this distribu-
tion, we set the coverage threshold to 5 meaning that theAC

Algorithm 2 generateSMACs : Generation ofSMACk+1

from SMACk

Require: SMACk

1: SMACk+1 = ∅
2: for each (smac1, smac2) with left-parent(smac1)==left-

parent(smac2) and isListSmaller(smac1,smac2) do
3: if isSMAC(movies(smac1) ∩ movies(smac2)) then
4: smac = newSMAC;
5: attvals(smac) = attvals(smac1) ∪ attvals(smac2);
6: movies(smac) = movies(smac1) ∩ movies(smac2);
7: left-parent(smac) = smac1;
8: addsmac to SMACk+1

9: end if
10: end for
11: returnSMACk+1

Figure 2: Distribution of actorACs

defined by the pair (actor, actorname) is aSMAC candidate
if it identifies strictly more than 5 movies.

SM threshold We report the results of our experiments to
determine the right SM score definition and threshold for
our ACs. There are many possibilities. We experimented
with the following criteria to characterize eachAC and its
correspondingIC:

1. The total number of moviesin the collection,|IC|;

2. The total number of reviewsin theIC, denoted|R(U , IC)|,
whereU is the set of all users in the database;

3. The number of internal co-reviewsthat is defined as
the number of pairs of movie reviews where both
movies belong to theIC and that were reviewed by
the same reviewer. We define this set as follows:
|(r1, r2) ∈ R(U , IC)2 | reviewer(r1) = reviewer(r2)|,
wherereviewer(r) is the author of reviewr.

4. The number of total co-reviewsthat corresponds to the
number of pairs of movie reviews where at least one
movie belongs to theIC and which were reviewed by
the same reviewer. We define this set as follows:
|(r1, r2) | r1 ∈ R(U , IC) ∧ r2 ∈ R ∧ reviewer(r1) =
reviewer(r2)|, whereR defines the set of reviews in the
whole database.

The last two criteria are similar to the notion of cohesive-
ness of a cluster (Banerjee, Basu, & Merugu 2007) An alter-
native to our approach is to use arbitrary item-item cluster-
ing methods (see e.g. (Sarwaret al. 2001)) and then try to
automatically label each cluster with a “socially meaningful



Figure 3: Performance of SM Criteria

name”. Unfortunately the last step is a notoriously difficult
problem.

We ran additional experiments to determine the SM func-
tion. We used the actorACs identified previously and ranked
10 distinct actor values by each one of the criteria described
above. Table 1 shows the different rankings obtained. We
asked 12 users to identify if they know a movie for each
actor. The first column of the table contains actor names
ranked by the total number of people who recognized them.
Figure 3 shows the aggregated size of the intersection be-
tween each each user’s list of movies and the list obtained
for each criterion. The figure contains this information for
actor, director and actor-genreACs.

The assessments show that the number of reviews is not
the best SM criterion thereby validating the fact that popu-
larity of movies in anAC doesn’t mean that theAC is socially
meaningful. It also shows that the number of movies in an
AC is the best criterion for actorACs, but not for director
ACs. This argues for an attributes-specific criterion that can
only be identified by conducting experiments similar to the
ones we discuss.

The best criterion overall seems to be the number of inter-
nal co-reviews in theAC. This result justifies that the rela-
tionship between reviewers and movies provides more infor-
mation than popularity (number of reviews in theAC) alone.

Figure 4 shows the number of potentialSMACs using the
number of internal co-reviews criterion. We note thatAC
coverage alone is very selective compared to the total num-
ber of potentialACs. For example, the number of (director,
genre) combinations in the database is 9554 and there are
only 19 combinations that satisfy theAC coverage (defined
as the directors that made at least 5 movies with enough re-
views in the genre). By setting the SM value (number of
internal co-reviews) to 50, the number ofACs is further re-
duced to 4SMACs.

These observations are explained by power-law distribu-
tions in the data (e.g., a large number of movies have a very
small number of reviews making coverage very selective and
a large number of users have only written a small number

Figure 4:AC-SMAC Distribution

of reviews which reduces the number of co-reviews by the
same reviewer.)

Interpreting reviews in the context of a SMAC
We discuss howSMACs can be used to interpret reviews in
context and describe an algorithm that is used to derive those
interpretations.

We are given aSMAC, its collection of items,SMIC, and
a set of usersU1 ⊆ U , we define set of users inU1 who
reviewed an itemi asU(i) = {u ∈ U1 | ∃r ∈ R(i), u =
reviewer(r)}, whereR(i) denotes the set of reviews asso-
ciated withi.

Each item belongs to more than oneSMAC and each re-
view has potentially adifferent interpretationper SMAC.
However, given an itemi and aSMAC s, the ability to in-
terpret a review of a given revieweru ∈ U(i) depends on
the number of reviews thatu has written in theSMIC corre-
sponding tos. Therefore, the identification ofoptimal con-
text to interpret a review is a dynamic process that involves
to reason about an individual item and reviewer. We defer
this discussion later where we present our review interpre-
tation algorithm and focus first on identifying four classes
of reviewers that are defined by the amount of data that is
available to interpret a given review of that reviewer in the
context defined bys.

1. Uone(i) = {u ∈ U(i), |R(u, I)| = 1}. This set iden-
tifies the reviewers who have written only one review in
the whole database, namely the one fori. We propose
to generate “This is the only review byu in the system”.
This information, although straightforward, provides ad-
ditional context to the reader, and presumably reduces re-
liance on that reviewer’s opinion.Uone could also be de-
fined using an arbitrary threshold (instead of 1) in which
case, the review interpretation would be of the form “This
is one of the only<N reviews> byu in the system” where
<N reviews> links to the set of reviews. This type of an-
notation is fairly similar to existing systems.

2. Ufew(i) = {u ∈ U(i), |R(u, IC)| = 1}. This set identi-
fies the reviewers who have only written one review in the
SMIC defined bys. We propose to generate “This is the
only review byu of a AC item out of his<N reviews>”.
For instance, “This is the only review byu of a Woody
Allen Comedy out of his<20 reviews> in the system”.



User Assessments Number of Movies Number of Reviews Number of Co-reviews Number of Internal Co-reviews
Johnny Depp Michel Caine Orlando Bloom Johnny Depp Johnny Depp

Robert de Niro Martin Sheen Johnny Depp John Cleese John Cleese
Bruce Willis Robert de Niro Christopher Lee Orlando Bloom Orlando Bloom

Eddie Murphy James Earl Jones Monica Bellucci Christopher Lee Christopher Lee
Cameron Diaz Whoopi Goldberg John Cleese Kirsten Dunst Samuel L. Jackson

Table 1: Top actors by criterion

Note thatfew reviewscan be as significant asmany re-
views, because it suggests a lack of experience with the
particularIC. Again the threshold could be higher than 1.

3. Umany(i) = {u ∈ U(i), 1 < |R(u, IC)| < thresh}. This
case identifies reviewers who have written more than one
review for items in theSMIC defined bys. In this case
we have enough other reviews byu that we can present
his review in the context of his other reviews: “u rates
this item better/worse thanK out of the<|R(u, IC)|> AC
items he rated”. For example if theSMAC defines Woody
Allen Comedies, the annotation could be: “This reviewer
rates this movie better than 4 out of the 6 Woody Allen
Comedies he rated”.

4. Uprolific(i) = {u ∈ U(i), |R(u, IC)| ≥ thresh}. In this
case, we have enough other reviews byu in theSMAC that
we can detect whether he has some bias (in a statistical
sense) compared to the average. If we detect a bias, we
can highlight it: “u rated<|R(u, IC)| items> in AC items
he rated; he rates this item better/worse than K of them;
he likes these items more/less than the average reviewer”.
For example if theSMAC defines Comedies, the annota-
tion could be: “u rated 125 Comedies; he rates this movie
worse than 85 of them; he likes Comedies more than the
average reviewer”.

We are now ready to provide a description of Algorithm 3
used to interpret reviews in context. The main takeaway
from this algorithm is the process of picking an optimal
SMAC given an item and a reviewer.

The algorithm admits a movie and first retrieves the list
of reviews to annotate and the list ofSMACs which could
be used for the annotation. The algorithm scans the list of
reviews and annotates each of them. In lines 5-6, the triv-
ial case wherer is the only review ofu is solved. In the
other cases, the algorithm scans the list of potentialSMACs
and chooses the first one for whichu has written at least one
other review (lines 9-13). If it doesn’t find such aSMAC, it
uses all the reviews for the annotation (lines 14-15). Other-
wise, it generates the annotation according of the number of
others reviews (lines 16-22).

Related Work
In the e-commerce arena, the impact of reviews is quite
clear: a recent study (Chevalier & Mayzlin 2006), confirmed
also by (Chen, Dhanasobhon, & Smith 2007) shows that re-
views impact sales, and that customers appear to read the re-
views, rather than just rely on numeric scores. Furthermore,
the reviews have the advantage of evaluating products with
regard to their ability to match the consumers idiosyncratic

Algorithm 3 Review Interpretation Algorithm
Require: moviem.
1: Lr = list of reviews ofm;
2: Ls = list of SMACs associated tom and ordered by specificity;
3: for (r in Lr) do
4: u = user who has writtenr;
5: if u ∈ Uone then
6: Annotater with “This is the only review byu in the

system”
7: else
8: N = 0; i = 0;
9: while (N ≤ 1 andi <length(Ls) do

10: N = number of reviews ofu in Ls[i];
11: i++;
12: end while
13: AC = Ls[i − 1]
14: if N == 1 then
15: Annotater with “This is the only review byu of an

AC movie out of his<X reviews>”.
16: else
17: if N > thresh then
18: Annotater with “u rated<X AC movies>; he rates

this movie better/worse than K of them; he likes
these movies more/less than the average reviewer”.

19: else
20: Annotater with “u rated<N AC movies>; he rates

this movie better/worse than K of them”.
21: end if
22: end if
23: end if
24: end for

usage (Chen & Xie 2007), with the effect that they attract
more interest, and are perceived as more trustworthy than
vendor-supplied information (Bickart & Schindler 2001).

Sentiment analysis is discussed in detail in (Pang, Lee, &
Vaithyanathan 2002; Pang & Lee 2004; 2005) where a ma-
chine learning method is used to apply text categorization
techniques to extract polar information (thumbs up, thumbs
down). The work is based on finding minimum cuts in
graphs to summarize subjectivity. The method described
in (Popescu & Etzioni 2005) is based on an unsupervised
information extraction system which mines product reviews
to extract product features and their evaluation by review-
ers. Our work is complementary to these approaches: rather
than analyzing the review’s content, we analyze the review’s
background.

Review “usefulness” is a vague and relative concept – a
review that was useful for a casual consumer is often worth-
less to an expert. It is actually possible to some extent to pre-



dict the usefulness of reviews based on text analysis (Ghose
& Ipeirotis 2007; Kimet al. 2006) but on the other hand,
existing systems often present the most useful reviews first:
this has the effect that these reviews continue to garner pos-
itive votes and also affect sales, since the first-presentedre-
views have disproportionate impact (Chen, Dhanasobhon,
& Smith 2007). The ability to organize reviews into dif-
ferent buckets (which correspond to our user classification
discussed above) will allow us to conduct a live evaluation
where users are presented with different review rankings.
We plan to do this in the future.

Summary and Future Work
We introducedSMACs, a powerful notion which character-
izes a collection of items of interest and we showed how to
use them in order to interpret reviews in context.SMACs
have two appealing characteristics: (i) they can be easily de-
scribed (e.g., Woody Allen Comedies, French restaurants in
New York City) and, (ii) they are socially meaningful (based
on domain-dependent criteria).

We discuss more uses ofSMACs that we believe are criti-
cal to building a successful collaborative review system.

Personalization. We can useSMACs to connect an item
under consideration by a user who has not rated it to the
personal history of that user. For instance we can say This
Woody Allen Comedy is rated better than 4 out the 6 Woody
Allen Comedies that you have previously rated

Presentation. It has been shown that the order in
which annotated reviews has a strong impact on user behav-
ior (Ghose & Ipeirotis 2006).SMACs can be used in our
application to rank the reviews. A natural order would be
to start withUprolific followed byUmany thenUfew. Some
live experimentation would be required to test this feature.

Participation. While online reviewing systems observe
a tremendous growth in content, it is known that most of
the valuable content is produced by a small number of
users (Rashidet al. 2006). We believe that displaying the
number of reviews that an author has written for a given
SMAC is a good incentive to encourage users to participate.
Users could be tempted to show that they are knowledge-
able, or if they are rated as “biased” they might be tempted
to “correct” mistaken perceptions.
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